
MST 750
Spring 2022
Exam #2
03/30/22

• If you use a “fundamental theorem” you
must indicate tius and explain why the theorem
may be applied.

• Organize your work, in a reasonably neat and
coherent way, in the space provided. Work scat
tererl nil over the page without a. clea.r ordering
will receive very little credit.

• Short answer questions: Questions labeled as
“Short Answer” can be answered by simply writ
ing an equation or a sentence or appropriately
drawing a figure. No calculations are necessary or
expected for these problems.

• Unless the question is specified as short an
swer, mysterious or unsupported answers
might not receive full credit. An incorrect
answer supported by snbstantially correct calcu
lations and explanations might still receive partial
credit.

Problem Points Score

1 20

2 10

3 15

4 20

5 15

6 20

Total: 100

Name (Print):

The following rules apply

I

Do not write in the table to the right.
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1. (20 points) Consider the one parameter family of mappings p : lR x IR F—> lii defined by

= (x — 1)e_t + 1.

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: Briefly write down the two properties that p must satisfy
in order to be a complete flow.

A -P
b-I--.’

2. oj(C)

(b) (10 points) Show that y is a complete flow by showing that it satisfies the above two
properties.

‘tiO (s-fli’+’\ A.
7 tO
1-. 1s++(c)t(’y—)’)c
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=Ux_uc*tl le5+1

(c) (5 points) Find the vector field on 1k corresponding to this flow.

___
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2. (10 points) Consider the following differential equation

= (x — 2)(x + 2)x.

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: For the flow corresponding to this differential equation. cal
culate F(1).

rLU b&JRt-2(x<23

(b) (5 points) Short Answer: For the How corresponding to this differential equation. cal
culate w(—3).

Gv(-5)z -2



± = f(x,y),
= g(x,y),

a fixed point x is attracting if there is a neighborhood V of x such that for all x C V

urn t(x) = x.

A fixed points is called neutrally stable if it is attracting but not Lyapunov stable. In the
below phase portraits the origin is the only fixed point and the qualitative behavior of the
phase portrait is the same for all of a2.

(d) (e) (f)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer; For which of the phase portraits is the origin Lyapunov stable?

(a(i c)
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3. (15 points) For a system of differential equations of the form 3

K

iiH’d’ idu iBI
‘ID

14111 1)1411
aIIilI

II

(a)
K K

(b) (c)

x K

C

c

(b) (5 points) Short Answer: For which of the phase portraits is the origin asymptotically
stable? (e

(c) (5 points) Short Answer: For which of the phase portraits is the origin neutrally stable?
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4. (20 points) Consider the operator

T[f](x) = 1+ A] xf(y)dy.

defined on 00([0, 1]) equipped with the sup-norm.
(a) (10 points) Show that if f C 00(10, 1]) then Tj] is a Lipschitz continuous function.

>\

t>’214.c bcL_2c4.

(b (10 points) Find a A0 > 0 such that if A < A0 then T is a contraction mapping and if
I Al > A0, then it is not.

1
fl9 (, -r9’36cldN5 Y

Ykdvc1-ort, T i> A C r’4t4’.b ‘‘ VP. If
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5. (15 points) Consider the linear initial value problem problem

± = A(t)x,
40) = xo,

where A JR F—>
JRTh) is an n x n is a continuous matrix valued function satisfying

1IA(t)112 Al,

for all t € Ill and some M > 0.
(a) (5 points) Show that solutions to this differential equation satisfy

IIx(t)112 < IIOII2
+ f MIJx(s)112 ds.

K,

IL s1I flXII4 39I4t-II IIX(t)Ld*
r Yl X?(j J’)’i IIx1rt’f1 4k-,

0
(b) (10 points) Show that

IIx(t)M2 IIXoII2eMt.
Note: You cannot simply state this is true by Cronwall’s inequality. I am essentially
asking you to show Gronwall’s inequality.

Lt.

.M’1I%iI1 H•&[,)

CGrtieMt)
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0



± = (1 — x2)(x
—

= y(i —

(h) (5 points) Show that the hnes x = ±1 are invariant.

r) 7’vtfl

(c) (5 points) Sketch a phase portrait for this system.
I”Jvflciiab.

1=?

—c, >;, wLs,y)=(EJL)
- tc -4t1
-Is- y’)z(-JT-a)
—flL AZ±’, W($,1)(±1,1).
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6. (20 points) For this problem feel free to use a separate piece of paper. Consider the following
system

(a) (5 points) Determine and classify the equilibria in this problem.

F?xta pvni-) sa..s4-

.

x.o, xrn.t17
J1xy) 2%(X-fl+Ct-)Cj _cL_xa)

L t—2x7

>‘= .Tk-r.c. tI WL hc
Vr 4-1ftL- 1nL

j- Sc4I

(d) (5 points) For all values of (x, y) c R2, determine the possible ui-limit sets.


